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Repositories are like 

cakes�

Enlighten: How to Bake an 

Embedded Institutional 

Repository

Image source: http://www.doheth.co.uk

Welcome to this presentation, which will explain how Enlighten (the University of 

Glasgow’s Institutional Repository) has developed into an embedded repository 

and become the University’s publications database.  We will go on to explain how 

this transition has occurred, some of the things we have learned from the 

process, and how the repository is becoming essential to the research framework 

of the University' all using the metaphor of cake!
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Repositories come in 

different shapes and sizes

No matter the size or content of your repository, everyone wants to make theirs 

bigger and better.  At Glasgow we’ve created a repository which supports open 

access, acts as the institution’s central publications database, and links to other 

facets of the University structure. But what is the difference between an 

institutional repository, a publications database, and an embedded repository?
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Difference between Institutional 

Repository, Publications Database, and 

Embedded Repository

• Embedded repositories link to OTHER 

UNIVERSITY SYSTEMS and KEY PROCESSES, and 

RE-USE THE DATA they contain so that research 

outputs need only be added once and are then 

available to use elsewhere.

• Publications databases are designed to capture a 

RECORD of ALL research outputs produced by an 

institution.

• Institutional repositories are designed to capture, 

subject to copyright restrictions, the ACTUAL CONTENTS

of an institution’s research outputs and make them 

FREELY AVAILABLE.

Image sources: istockphoto.com, christianlogay.wordpress.com

Institutional repositories are designed to capture the ACTUAL CONTENTS of an 

institution’s research outputs and make them FREELY AVAILABLE.

Publications databases are designed to capture a RECORD of ALL research 

outputs produced by an institution.

Embedded repositories link to OTHER UNIVERSITY SYSTEMS and KEY 

PROCESSES, and RE-USE THE DATA they contain.

Enlighten encompasses all 3 of these concepts.
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Evolution of Enlighten

Enlighten: Publications Database

Mandatory Deposit - Wide Range of Item Types - Mostly Metadata

Enlighten: Institutional Repository

Voluntary Deposit - Limited Item Types - Mostly Full Text

JUNE 2008 -

MANDATE

Embedded service
Image source: 

spanishfork401stward.blog

spot.com, punchstock.com

So how has Enlighten evolved over time? Well the old enlighten was a straight 

forward institutional repository with voluntary deposit. But then in June 2008 the 

University Senate approved a mandate for deposit, which over time turned 

enlighten into the university’s publications database with mandatory deposit.  

Now our focus is to embed Enlighten into the university structure.
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Enlighten

Ingredients

Image source: whiskblog.com, anneofcarversville.com

Policy

Data

Collaboration

Organisation

So before it becomes embedded, what do you need to turn an institutional 

repository into a publications database?  Well, there are 4 main ingredients: 

policy (in the form of a mandate), collaboration (with different departments and 

university data silos), data (to populate the repository), and organisation.  We’ll 

talk about each one individually.
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A Mandate?

Image source: metro.co.uk

Ingredient 1: Policy

The most important ingredient required to grow your repository is a mandate.  

Without a mandate, deposit can only ever be voluntary, and is therefore likely to 

be sporadic.  Without a mandate it is highly unlikely that you will capture ALL 

research outputs produced by your institution. At Glasgow our publications policy 

introduced in 2008 forms our mandate.
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Ingredient 2: Collaboration

• Advocacy

• Training sessions

• Named contacts 

Image source: Ideachampions.com

The first step in collaboration is advocacy – you have to go out and tell people 

why repositories are so great.  The second step is to run training sessions (group 

and 1-on-1) – you have to highlight how simple and streamlined repositories are 

to use.  Lastly, try to get at least 1 named contact in each department – if you 

can get 1 person on board they might help to get others on board.
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Ingredient 3: Data

• Main sources: 

– Departmental databases

– REF Pilot Data

– Staff publication lists

• Data entry:

– By hand

– Bulk Uploads

Image source: vend123.com

Once you have your mandate, and you have good collaboration in place, then 

you can begin to import your data.  At Glasgow we got publications data from 3 

main sources: existing departmental databases, the REF pilot data, and 

individual staff publication lists.  The publication lists were usually entered into 

the system by hand, whilst existing databases and the REF pilot data were bulk 

uploaded into the system. 
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Ingredient 4: Organisation

Image source: chworkspace.co.uk 

Once you have your data in the system, it is vital to look at how that data can be 

organised in order to make it as accessible as possible. We introduced hyper-

linking of authors and journals to provide an element of guided discovery for our 

users. We also found that the vast growth in data made some of our browse 

functions unsuitable and as a result we moved away from a general author 

browse and introduced a Glasgow author browse.
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What we learned

• A mandate is essential

• Named departmental

contacts help greatly 

• Bulk uploads can be

tricky

• Organisation is vital

Image source: johnennis.tv 

What have we learned from this process?  Well firstly, that a mandate is 

essential.  Secondly, that named departmental contacts can get you 

departmental data AND convert members of staff to self deposit. Next, that bulk 

uploads can be brilliant, but that they need to be checked before and after import 

to guarantee quality control.  And finally, that organising your data is vital to make 

it accessible to users.
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A year ago, this was Enlighten'

Full Text

Metadata

Mandate

Image source: debbieweil.com

A year ago this was Enlighten: a medium sized repository containing around 

6000 records, with about 2 thirds metadata, and 1 third full text.  But importantly, 

we had that cherry on top, our mandate. From 2004 to 2009 Enlighten grew 

steadily with records being entered manually, one at a time, by the Enlighten 

team and keen self depositors who recognised the value and potential of the 

repository.
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Enlighten growth: Feb 2004 – Sept 

2009

Source: roar.eprints.org

This is Enlighten’s growth from its inception in 2004 through to this point last 

year.  As you can see, the green line shows the total number of records held in 

the repository. You can see the steady increase but compared to the total output 

of the university during the period we were aiming to cover (2001-present), it was 

still only a very small slice of the cake we were trying to bake.
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Today, this is Enlighten'

Mostly metadata,

but still a good

dollop of full text

Image source: utopiabakery.com 

But today, this is enlighten - a large repository containing over 30,000 records, 

consisting of approximately 90% metadata and 10% full text.  That represents 

roughly a 500% increase in the total number of records held in Enlighten in just 1 

year.  And we’re not finished yet – the next challenge is to move forward with the 

open access ethos by growing the number of full texts records held in the 

repository.
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Enlighten Growth: Feb 2004 – Sept 

2010

Source: roar.eprints.org

And this is our complete graph, from inception in 2004 to the end of September.  

Once again the green line shows the total number of records held in the 

repository, and it is clear to see the vast growth of the past year as Enlighten has 

morphed into a publications database.  And we’re not finished yet – we still have 

several thousand more records in the pipeline to be added to the system.
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Becoming embedded

REF / mini-REF

Single sign-on

Data re-use

Image source: http://www.lpfb.us

Having a central publications database is great, but what else can you do with 

that data? Enlighten links to other university services and utilises the university’s 

single sign-on. As an embedded repository Enlighten also facilitates the re-use of 

publications data for a variety of purposes and as a publications database 

Enlighten can be used to extract information for the REF.
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Single Sign-On

•GUID (Glasgow Unique Identifier) introduced University wide in 2009

•Enlighten links to the GUID data vault

•Benefits include:

•Automatic accounts for all staff – no need to register

•Single sign-on authentication

•Author info auto-completes into the system

•Local author disambiguation

The GUID was introduced University wide in 2009, and Enlighten links to the 

GUID data vault.  Benefits include: automatic accounts for all staff, single sign-on 

to all university services, author info which auto-completes into the system 

providing standardisation for author metadata, and local author disambiguation, 

meaning publications cannot be incorrectly attributed.
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Data Re-Use: Embedding

Our overall aim is that publication data need only be added to the system once 

and is then available for use elsewhere. We have started by using the 

publications data from Enlighten to automatically populate professorial 

Performance and Development Reviews which are generated in Word. Working 

with the web team we are also in the process of embedding people’s publications 

data into their staff pages (as shown).  
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REF and Mini-REF

One of the ways in which Enlighten is embedding itself into the work-flow of 

academics is through the mini-REF exercise which Glasgow is currently running. 

Using the single sign-on members of staff can access a complete list of their 

publications, select and rate those they deem to be the best, provide supporting 

commentary, add details of their impact and esteem, and submit them for

assessment in our local mini-REF exercise.
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Icing the cake

• Nicer environment 
with MePrints

• Focus on full text and 
Open Access

• Research profiles

• Links to most 
downloaded papers

• Having a cake and 
letting everyone eat it!

Image source: dreamstime.com

Building on the momentum of the miniREF our next steps are to make Enlighten 

a more welcoming environment as well as making the data more accessible to 

users and providing a more efficient service for our academics. This includes 

enhancing Enlighten with e-prints add-ons such as me-prints, which gives every 

user a private, customisable homepage, and a public profile.  We are also 

investigating the prospect of harvesting records using the SWORD protocol and 

are looking to grow the number of full text records held in the repository.
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For more information go to here:

• http://eprints.gla.ac.uk/

Contact us:

• Robbie.Ireland@glasgow.ac.uk

• Toby.Hanning@glasgow.ac.uk

Image source: sugareverythingnice.blogspot.com

Finally, thank you very much for listening.  If you would like a closer look at 

Enlighten you can visit our website: eprints.gla.ac.uk.  Alternatively, if you have 

any questions you can contact us directly on the email addresses shown.


